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About this guide



&lt;Bozon, standing on a podium, speaking into 17 microphones&gt;:

”Ahhmmm..Ahhmmm.. is this on? ...&lt;feedback shriek&gt;... In 2008 I wrote the first ”So, you want

to fly the wooden wonder” mosquito guide. It was not really a guide - it was conceived as an overelaborated rant, part of my campaign to fix the flight model and affect some modeling decisions of

the AH Mossie VI. Eventually, the mosquito was completely remodeled, much for the better, and got

new 3D graphics. Plus, we got the lovely Mossie B.XVI bomber”

- Excited journalist on the front row:

”So, why write a new guide NOW?”

- Bozon:

”I discovered that in a recent tour I sampled in the AH stats page, merely 4 players were responsible

for 35% of all mosquito kills in that tour. I also feel that a mosquito is such a rare sight in the arena,

that I am often singled out and ganged. My solution is simple - to encourage more players to fly the

mossie in order to act as a diversion, draw attention away from me, and act as my bait.”

- Excited journalist from the back:

”But everyone knows the mossie is unsurvivable in the MA and only by your sheer awesomeness and

bursting charisma you manage to land kills in it!”

- Bozon:

”It’s just from players who cannot gang a HO vulch1 as well I. The mosquito is the ultimate instrument

for this winning tactic, and others can be awesome too.”

- Another, puzzled looking journalist:

”If a tree falls in the woods and there is no one there to hear it, does it make a sound?”

- Bozon:

”Yes it does. It also makes a mosquito, but there’s no one there to fly it.”



Look! its got friggin laser beams!



1 ”gang HO vulch”, or ”gang-ho” for brevity is a tactic in which a player, together with at least 3 others, perform a

head-on attack on an enemy plane that is trying to take off.
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Introduction - Mosquitoes fly, but flies don’t mosquito!



You always wanted to land many kills, strike fear in the hearts of your opponents and be congratulated

by your country men as your kill messages spam their text buffer. Read no further! go grab an La7.

If on the other hand, you always wanted to fight against the odds, risk ripping your wings off, be

singled out, targeted and ganged in a furball, hunted by players seeking revenge, and do all that while

looking damn sexy - the Mosquito is the plane for you. So OK, it is not the hottest fighter. No, in

a 1945 arena it is not the fastest plane in the sky. You are a big target with a red ”Moss” neon sign

above it, which I think is the Greek word for ”Shoot me”.

In return, you get to fly the most extraordinary plane, a legend in its time. Used in almost

every thinkable role in WWII, in all theaters of operation. This is a plane that forever changed the

concept of bombers and multi-role aircrafts. I would like to point out, that while often mentioned as

an ”unarmed bomber”, more armed fighter and fighter-bomber mosquitoes were built than unarmed

variants (a lot more!). Night fighter mossies were in service before the bombers. It was, is and will

be a fighter.

What is in a Mossie? You have the range of a bomber, the speed and climb of a fighter, the guns

of Satan and the looks of Adonis. It was built by furniture and piano makers and it shows - they

essentially made a deadly couch that flies to the tune of Merlins duet and the beat of cannons! As an

added bonus, you get to tease the tree-hugging environmentalists by cutting down their forests and

turning them into flying killing machines. Just be sure to check the air intakes for squirrels.

The Mosquito VI in Aces High is actually a very capable fighter - once you learn to avoid/exploit

its limitations and quirks. Like in ”The Big Lebowski”, it has many ins and outs that I will try to

explain in this guide. When mastered, you can engage any fighter in the arena knowing that if you

lost, it was the other pilot that beat you and not your plane that failed you. It is also a decent JABO

platform. Even though some other planes can carry more ords, you can do it faster and carrying

bombs in the bay cost no drag, so you can always carry bombs just in case.

You also get a perked full-bomber version (B.XVI) that players use to milk-run strats and HQ.

That is mind bogglingly boring. So instead I will describe how to use the ”unarmed” bomber Mossie

as a tactical bomber in the presence of enemy fighters. I say unarmed in double quotes because it is

armed - it is armed with speed, nimbleness, charm, and a coolness factor so large that HTC had to

perk it - and you do all this in a 10-15 minutes sortie (round trip!). This is so much more fun than

20 minutes climb to altitude with a heavy bomber, followed by 20 minutes of sitting in the gunner

position pointing and clicking, followed by 10 minutes of RTB flight, during all of which the player

pilots the plane for maybe 3 minutes cumulative.

Seriously, you get to fly the coolest plane ever.
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Mosquito Performance: Bite me!



You made it this far. Good. We may yet make a mossie pilot out of you.

WEP:

We start with the WEP because this is the most important resource you have - more than fuel! If

fuel runs out you RTB or ditch. If your WEP runs out you get shot down. It is both your offense and

defense, it is your alpha and omega, yin and yang, Riggs and Murtaugh... you get the idea. It makes

a HUGE difference in performance! The mossie like all RAF merlins get imperially screwed with 5

minutes of WEP and 15 minutes to cool. 5/15 is the worst use/cool ratio in AH - learn to live with

it or die horribly. Never waste more than 2 minutes of WEP on climb-out - this will give you over 6

kft of alt and then cool it in the next 6 minutes on the way to the target. My own rule is to use it for

the first 5k only. Do not use WEP if you do not have to, and keep an eye on the temperature gauge.

Speed:

The most important quality in a fighter. You are not too bad here. With WEP. On the deck. 357

mph sea level speed (typical fighter loadout) is almost decent. Who is faster than you? lets see:

• 109G14/K

• 190D9/Ta152

• P51B/D

• Spit14

• La7/5

• Yak3/9
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• F4Us

• P47M/N

• Typhoon/Tempest

These are basically all the heavily used Late-war arena planes. So much for the ”Mosquito fastest

plane” legend - the main arena is not an easy place for a 1943 plane. However, most of these opponents

are not THAT much faster, so if you get a little head start you can go a long way before they catch

you.

Without WEP you do a measly 315 mph - EVERYONE that has WEP will catch you and many

will catch you without their WEP. OK that was not fair: Stukas, Storches, SBDs and I16s you can

still outrun. It is not all that bad for one reason: E retantion. The Mosquito seems to be holding

its speed very well. High mass and very clean airframe do count for something. If you dive to high

speed, most chasing planes will bleed their speed faster than you do. So, for a little while you can

pull ahead, or at least make this a surprisingly long chase for them - enough for a wingman to clear

you, or to take your pursuer to a remote place where you can show him some of that pilot s#t.

Know that your relative performance drops incredibly fast with altitude! On the deck you are

the king of the twins, but it only takes a few kft (almost ground level on some maps) for the P-38 to

take that title away from you. As early as 5 kft many more models join the faster-than-thou list, the

worst of which is the Spit16. At 15K that is not funny anymore. Really, the VI is a low altitude bird.

Climb:

With 50% or less fuel on board (read: always), you get 3500/2500 fpm with/out WEP. YES, the

WEP adds 1000 fpm to you climb rate! and 3500 fpm is decent for any 1943 fighter. The beauty

here is that even if you climb at 200 mph, you lose almost nothing in climb rate. The Mossie really

excels at high speed climbs. Basically, unless you DON’T want to get anywhere while climbing, you

can always set your climb speed to 200 mph (IAS). Saves some time in Jabo runs and you are always

at maneuvering speed in case you are bounced. Load the plane up with 4*500 lbs and 50%, set the

climb speed to 200 and you still can climb at 3200/2200 fpm on with/out WEP, covering 3 1/3 miles

per minute. Within 2 minutes of WEP climb, you are at about 6500 feet. Keeping a 2000 fpm climb

on MIL power, you can cruise at about 240 mph indicated (250-260 true at typical alts) while doing

so, and that is WITH fuel and bombs.

Dive:

Magnificent∗ ! The dive acceleration is good enough to notice you pull away from many pursuers.

Then there is the ”*” footnote in small letters: low critical speed. Old wooden cabin creaking sounds start

at 440 mph, vibrations at 480 mph and at 540 mph you’ll loose elevators, ailerons and/or rudder.

Pulling more than 3G at 480 mph or above may rip your wing off, or just some control surfaces if you

are lucky. Thanks to the great dive acceleration, this comes surprisingly fast. Even before 540 mph,

if you pull out too hard, you’ll loose plane parts - be VERY careful when you have bombs or more

than 50% fuel! This is a problem in JABO since it forces you to aim and release quickly.

It is critical that you learn to control your speed in a dive! More about how to do this in the next

chapter.

Zoom:

Magnificent again! The high speed E retention, high mass and good climb combine to make this

plane a great zoomer from high speed. It also means that when you dive bomb, you can zoom back

up without much E loss. You can really prepare a nasty surprise here when you zoom up into your

opponent poking him with your devil’s guns.

Caveat: You cannot hang on the prop like some other planes. Once you reach the top, there is

no hanging in there. The torque at slow speeds is strong and stalling with the nose pointed high up

tends to lead into difficult spins. If you are trying to rope one of those helicopter-like planes (Spit16,

La7, Yak3, zekes, etc) you HAVE TO make them point high up and cross the vertical! In a 70 degree

zoom they will claw their way right up to you (more on that in the fighter chapter).

Turn:

Not brilliant, but good enough to surprise many players. The problem is the non-linear behavior of

the mossie - It seems that at high speeds, the E retention is good, so you don’t dump speed fast

enough. Then, when the speeds drop below 160 or so, you start to feel massive drag, the plane feels

very tail-heavy and just sinks. Always try to keep speeds above 150-160 mph in sustained turns.

Flaps can help turning by using up to two notches, but they cost a lot of drag. You really benefit

from the flaps only when you have WEP to pay for the drag penalty. 1st notch comes out at 190 mph

- use it. Don’t be quick to lower more flaps though, unless you are trying to hover.
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Roll:

Mixed. Not impressive at slow speeds, pretty nice at mid speeds, sucks at high speeds. Verdict: good

enough to work with. Aileron damage will be your curse - your ailerons are waaaay out there, so what

should have been a near miss in a smaller plane, will shoot off an aileron in the Mossie. With one

aileron the Mossie rolls like a beached whale. Rudder into the turn and snap rolls can help (see next

chapter).

Range:

543 gallons. That’s right 543. That is almost the internal fuel load of 5 109s, or 2+1/3 fully fueled

110s, or 35% more than P-38. The only fighter to beat you by a hair is the P47-N with absolutely

ridiculous 550 gallons (for one very hungry engine). Why do you need that much? You don’t. You

are not flying to Berlin. At MA settings you get 17 minutes per 25%. Taking 50% will give you 34

minutes at full power. Do you need more? WEP eats a lot of fuel, so with typical WEP usage you

can expect 30 minutes flight time if the throttle is constantly firewalled and you keep RPM maxed.

Another viable option is 25%+DT fighter mode. However the DT mounts still leave some drag

after you release the tanks - just take the 50%, no DT instead. 75% internal is for special occasions.

The DT are an overkill in most cases.

If you want to save fuel, fly on ”normal” settings as defined in the E6B - that will give you 24

minutes (per 25% loaded) and a range of 125 miles (per 25% !) cruising at ∼315 mph. That is almost

infinity. Want more? lower the RPM to 2000 RPM with full throttle. You’ll be cruising at 240-260

MPH with almost twice the duration as with full RPM. She will not accelerate this way, so get her

up to speed first, but she will maintain speed very well. That is my standard ”fast-eco” RTB setting,

using a shallow dive to maintain 300+ mph.

High speed, long range cruise is your ”thing”. The Mosquito was the only bomber that had to

slow down in order for the escorts to keep up without dropping their DT or flying on a higher power

setting that will run them out of fuel. A P-51 will beat you in a dash, but will lose a 1500+ miles

marathon, not that it is very relevant in AH. Use up your fuel to the max and don’t carry too much

of it. The difference in performance can be significant.

A few comments regarding the standard 50% load:

You have 5 tanks: right/left outboard (RO/LO), right/left inboard (RI/LI), and an auxiliary fuselage

tank (AUX). With 50% the auto setting will burn the aux first and then the outboard tanks - this

is good. Note the point when the the selection switches to the inboard tanks (RI/LI indicator) you will have 21 minutes left and your handling in roll and stability in yaw improves with only the

inboard tanks left. Also, I believe that the more fuel you have in more tanks, the greater the chance

of catching fire from damage. So, more empty tanks means less chance of a fire (not verified!).

Guns:

4 Hispanos in the nose with 175 rpg. Say no more. You can take 150 rpg, but would you? 175 is not

as much as it sounds. Fire short bursts and conserve ammo.

Oh yes, almost forgot: 4 times 0.303 pea shooters. Very fun for shooting chutes. The other use is

to annoy enemies with the sound of a hail storm on a tin roof (and as effective). Near useless most

of the time, but they have their moments. More on that in a later chapter. In fields that have been

de-acked, I love firing all 3000 of them into the control tower, just to tease the players watching from

the tower.

Forward visibility is excellent. If you set the ”forward” head position slightly up and close to

the gun sight you can pull very good deflection shots that will net you some hilarious PM or ch200

messages. You can get an almost ”no cockpit” view by going full forward and a little up. You won’t

have the gun sight to aim with though.

Aiming is not great. With every correction the nose swings a little from side to side, making

sniping more difficult that I would have expected from nose guns. It also spills my beer.

Visibility:

This will feel awkward to some - you are not sitting at the centerline of your plane! left and right views

are different and generally, your views to the left are much better than to the right. Your navigator

should be covering that side, but his empty chair indicates that he is still hang-over from last night

and did not show up for the sortie. This creates a preference to keep your target to your left and

circle a fight or ground target to the left.

Forward visibility is among the best there is.

Rear sector visibility has two problems:

1. There are A LOT of canopy bars in the way and in a snap view you may not spot a plane behind

a bar. The bars are thin though, so when I check 6 I roll just a few degrees to make the bars
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move a little and reveal what’s behind them.

2. Unlike other fighters, you are sitting in front of your wings, so in the low 3,4,5,6,7,8,9 o’clock

directions you only see your beautiful self. Again, you’ll need to weave a bit to check those

angles.



VVRROOOOMM!!!!
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(Mis)handeling the Mosquito: Suck blood sweat and tears



Counter rotating props? Bahh, too complicated for carpenters to install. A stable platform? you

mean training wheels for beginners. Combat flaps? RAF pilots do not need bloody flaps. WEP? it

will be like crack - get you as high as a Amy Winehouse and when it runs out, will leave you like a

desperate junkie on the curb. The mosquito handling is complicated. Instead of simply doing what

you ask of her, you have to tame her. She is an attention craving mistress, but treat her right and

she will please you like no other.

Take offs:

The two fans rotating to the right create a very strong left yaw. Trim rudder full right and only a

small additional right rudder input will be needed initially. She will quickly straighten herself and

then a little left rudder will be needed, just before you lift off.

Landings:

Surprisingly tricky for a silly reason - you are either too aerodynamic and can’t slow down, or create

more drag than Pricilla queen of the desert, and sink like a deflated baloon. It really depends on

what your props are doing at idle, and your speed. If at full RPM then the props are windmilling and

create a huge amount of drag that together with the flaps/gears and lots of induced drag make a very

steep angle of descent. If the props are at minimal RPM or feathered, the Mossie form has zero drag

and it will feel like landing a 262.

Recommended approach: I come at a relatively steep angle, throttles at idle with full RPM. Cross

controls (rudder opposite to bank angle direction) to drop the speed below 190, then release and start

extending flaps and gears as available. Keep the speed at 120 mph against all that drag by pointing

down quite steeply and straighten out just as you are about to touch - you will do a two-wheels ”roller”

landing. Hold the breaks as you touch down to reduce bouncing. Raise the flaps and when under 80

mph pull on the stick to plant the tail wheel in the ground for better stability and to slow you down

faster.

Dead stick (two feathered props) landing require a shallow approach and a lot of rudder input

and flaps to slow you down. You’ll be surprised how difficult it is to slow the mossie when starting

above 200 mph. One engine landing is tricky in its ground handling. Once rolling, the plane will

yaw towards the un-feathered engine - be prepared to counter with opposite rudder and differential

breaks (especially the breaks) to keep it straight. Shutting down or cutting RPM (feathering) the

other engine while already rolling on the ground is also an option.

Combat Trim:

In Yiddish ”combat trim” means ”death by your own hands”. Extreme care should be used with the

combat trim. What it does is trim you for level flight - regardless of your current flight conditions! If
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you leave it on in a dive, it will keep trimming you nose-down as speed increase till you will not be

able to pull out of the dive. Generally, it will make the elevator feel ineffective as speed increases. If

you leave it on in a stall fight and stall the plane with the nose pointed high up it will trim you full

nose-up and make recovery difficult.

I recommend to use it only for rough trimming - turn on for a second and right back off. Never

turn it on while you are pulling G, or when the stall buzzer is yelling. If you do - hold on tight to

your panties.

Accelerated stalls: In simple terms, that means pulling too much on the stick while at speed. She will

violently flip to the left (usually) and loose a lot of energy. Beware of accelerated stalls with rudder

applied - if rudder is applied into the turn (a skid) you will make a very violent roll which will take

you a few seconds to recover from. If rudder is applied opposite to the roll (a slip / cross-control) and

you hold this a little too much, then OH MY GOD...

The old Mosquito center of gravity (CG) bug has been fixed, but the plane is still tail-heavy and

unstable in the yaw. The latter, a general feature of planes with a high wingspan/length ratio. Stalling

one wing before the other combined with rudder induced yaw will spin the aircraft replacing heads

with tail.

An accelerated stall with rudder into the roll throws the plane into an uncontrolled roll with the

nose precessing around the original flight direction. This often happens when you try to kick the

rudder during loaded rolls (e.g. rolling scissors and skid turns). An accelerated stall in a slip ”slipsnap-roll” (rudder opposite of the roll) should not happen often, but this one (especially left roll and

right rudder) throws the mossie all over the sky, often into a flat spin that is difficult to recover from

if allowed to fully develop.

Stalls and spins:

Unlike the P-38, the two same-direction props induce a very strong yaw at slow speeds and while singleengine fighters can pull some neat moves using such torque and stalls, the Mossie will go completely

bonkers. Hammerheads should be done with care - they are slow to the right and dangerous to the

left. Stalling the plane with the nose pointed high up can also lead to a flat spin.

In a flat spin the mossie is falling belly-forward while rotating around the yaw axis like a gawd

damn dreidel. It is difficult to lower the nose and stop the rotation. If you have your combat trim on,

it will trim you full nose-up making sure you will never recover.

Recovering from deep stall / flat spin - a quick reaction is vital. Once you feel the plane start

yawing uncontrollably (usually to the left) react immediately:

1. Full stick forward, full rudder against the spin (usually full right).

2. Retract flaps if extended.

3. If combat-trim is on, slap yourself across the face and turn it off. trim a lot forward.

Your first objective is to get the nose below the horizon and into a dive. If after 2 seconds you get

no response, throttle full back (still holding stick forward and full rudder). You can try adding roll in

the same direction as the rudder (stick forward right). Still spinning? Ouch! lower the gear and open

the bay doors. Last desperate effort - differential throttles: try throttle to full and then throttle back

the engine outside the turn (usually right engine). Once the spinning stops and the nose is pointed

down, center all controls and open throttle. Pick up some speed and smoothly come out of the dive.

Snap rolls:

The Mossie roll rate is too slow in some parts of the speed range and if you suffered aileron damage,

it may be difficult to roll out of a dive or even do an effective break turn. A snap roll can help a lot in

those situations. However, unlike most other planes, a snap roll can lead to a sudden spin. There are

two ways to do it in the mossie: 1. Roll and stall the plane (stick at 4:30/7:30 O’clock position) with

the rudder centered. Release back pressure and she will come out of it easily. 2. Roll and snap stall

the plane with rudder into the roll (stick like in #1 with added rudder), and immediately reverse

all control inputs - stick full opposite position and full rudder the other way. Do not wait for her to

reach the roll angle you are aiming for or else the snap roll may end up in a spin. This is a risky move

that if gone wrong may lead to loss of control for a few seconds and quite some loss of altitude. It

works a lot better to the right and very difficult to control when done to the left.

Differential throttles:

Like sex in a trio, this sounds more promising than it really is. At speeds well above stall, the effect

will be nil. Only very close to stalling speed you can make effective use of this and it is still tricky.

Can help with hammerheads to the right, but dangerous if you throttle back the left engine for a left
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hammerhead. At a slow speed with flaps out, applying full rudder into the idling engine you can really

make the Mossie fly sideways like a crab. I know, I know... but if crabs could fly, this is how they’d

do it.

I don’t use dual throttles, but I have the #1, #2 engine selection mapped to my stick - select

engine, throttle back (leaving the other at full), pull your move, select all engines again, throttle back

up... usually too much work load for me to be used effectively in combat, but others may make it

work for them.

Differential throttles can help with controlling a damaged Mossie. For example, in the case that

you lose the outer wing section. The other case is when you lose the vertical stabilizer (tail) along

with the rudder. The mosquito can actually fly and land without the vertical tail, and it is much

easier to do with a bit of differential throttles to keep the skid/slip ball centered.

One engine flying:

The Mossie flies very well on one engine, as long as you are well above the stall speed. It will even

climb decently. Remember to trim the rudder and center the skid/slip ball, or she’ll suffer from much

drag. Be careful when flying on the starboard-side engine (#2), as the plane will have a very strong

left yaw, so stay well above the stall speed. If you have to evade attackers, always try to turn in the

direction of the working engine - i.e. break right if you are flying on the #2 engine.

Taxiing with one engine is very difficult. You will not be able to turn into the working engine, and

in order to go straight you’ll have to apply full rudder and left/right differential breaks.

(Not) Over speeding:

This is a skill you’ll have to master - speed control. Do not let that TAS indicator (red mark on the

air-speed dial) get out of the scale! The scale ends at 480 mph by the way. Also, above 450 mph do

not pull 6G (blackout) or you may break the wings - this is especially dangerous if you carry more

than 50% of fuel and/or carry bombs. Trim nose-up and pull gently out of the dive. With a smooth

hand, centered rudder and keeping low-G, you can exceed 500 mph a little, but the risk is high.

Tools for speed control:

1. Throttle

2. Rudder

3. Bomb Bay

Start by chopping throttle in the dive. It is required, but in all but shallow dives will not be sufficient.

If the TAS needle continues to advance into the danger zone, apply full rudder and opposite ailerons.

It is difficult to shoot like that in the dive, but your first priority is not to fall apart. Be warned not

to pull any G’s while you are cross controlled and at shaking/creaking speeds, or the plane will break.

The bomb bay doors add drag and can help (or just delay) over-speeding. There’s a catch - you

can open the bay doors **only if you had bombs in there at the spawn**. Yep, that’s right,

otherwise you get the ”your plane does not have a bomb bay” message - REALLY HTC?!
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Attack of the Mosquitoes: It’s Da Bomb!



Another long winded chapter in the termite infested saga.

JABO. Some people think it is an abbreviation for ”Just, Another BOmbing Attempt”. You might

think: ”yeh! the mosquito was known as a bomber and as an attack plane and we have the FighterBomber VI version. It must be good!”. Be prapared to face reality. Most fighter-bombers will carry

more ordnance than you and dive bomb better than you. The P38 will carry 2000lbs like you and top

that with 10 rockets. Make sure to shoot at any P38 you come across just for this reason (friendlies

also, killshooter be damned). The Me110 will carry more ordnance than you and has better guns for

strafing. The 410 has some really big nasty guns to have fun with. Now, if HTC gave us the Mossie

XVIII ”Tze-Tze” with the 57mm, armor piercing BFG, then we’ll see some real barrel envy.

Just a side note about the 110. With the two engines and a crew of 2, you might think of it as a

German version of the mosquito. This is entirely wrong. Little known fact is that Willy Messerschmidt

designed the 110 to be crewed by elderly German couples. They sit back to back so they don’t have

to engage in small talk about their day.

In the chatter that will follow below, I will attempt to give a few advice as how to make a successful

dive-bombing attack in the Mosquito VI and take the long route to the tower by actually landing the

plane. We start on the ground:
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Bombs, cannons, machine guns... so many ways to have fun. Btw, she likes it when you rub her

under the belly.

Load out options:

Guns - always take the large ammo package, 175x20mm rpg. Period. Except in.... no except or

buts - always! take it I say! This package comes with 3000 tiny little 0.303 bullets. You get that

many because in case you want to bring down an A20 with these guns you’ll need every last one of

those 3000. They do come in handy on rare occasions which will be mentioned in the next chapter.

Otherwise, they act as ballast.

Bomb Bay - You can choose between the 500 lbs and 250 lbs. You will hardly feel the difference

on the climb out so you might as well get the big ones. I often take these even if I intend to go A2A,

just in case I pass by an enemy GV or base without finding a fight. Also, bomb-vulching is a great

sport!

Wings - Here you can choose between a pair of 250lbs, a pair of 500lbs (again, no real dilemma),

8 rockets and two types of DT. In theory, the 8 rockets total more potential damage than the two 500

lbs bombs. I really don’t know and generally I feel that they are less effective than a big bomb, so

that is usually the two 500lbs for me.

A few words about the rockets: They do not converge, which means that they hit off the mark

according to the distance off center at which they are mounted - which is a lot. Unless you practice

and keep account from which wing the next rocket will come off, they are useless against vehicles.

The rocket-rails remain on the wing and add *a lot* of drag. Not worth it in my opinion - never. In

real life, the best use of rockets was against ships, but they used a different, AP version for that and

scored ”wet” (underwater) hits for extra points, which will not work in AH.

A few words about bombs: The wing mounted bombs will leave a little drag after you drop them.
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